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Built for the fast and light mountain adventurer, the Distance 8 pack transcends barriers 
with its hybrid design that includes vest-inspired suspension for running, and a unique 
feature set that allows you to carry the appropriate gear while navigating intricate 
mountain terrain.

FEATURES
– Dynex (Nylon 100d + PE 200d) body material with Dynex Ripstop yarns for bomber 
   tear resistance that is 10x stronger than steel per  weight
– Quick Blitz-style main opening with slash
– Dual Piolet / ice tool carry with metal dogbone for secure pick attachment
– Dual Z-Pole Quiver Sleeves to securely carry trekking poles while running and 
   scrambling
– Adjustable elastic cording side compression system for a more secure ride while 
   running and scrambling
– BD.dry™ vapor barrier back panel lets sweat vapor escape while keeping pack 
   contents dry
– Fully water resistant main compartment
– Dual soft flask pockets 

DISTANCE 8

3 PACKS

BLACK DIAMOND DISTANCE 15

When moving fast through varying mountain terrain, the Distance 15 pack has your 
back. Built to incorporate the best technology of both running vests and alpine packs, 
the Distance 15 includes vest-inspired suspension for running, and our time-tested 
alpine pack design for carrying a variety of tools for mountain adventures.

FEATURES
– Dynex (Nylon 100d + PE 200d) body material with Dynex Ripstop yarns for bomber 
tear resistance that is 10x stronger than steel per weight
– Quick Blitz-style main opening 
– Dual Piolet / ice tool carry with metal dogbone for secure pick attachment
– Dual Z-Pole Quiver Sleeves to securely carry trekking poles while running and 
scrambling
– Adjustable elastic cording side compression system for a more secure ride while 
running and scrambling
– BD.dry™ vapor barrier back panel lets sweat vapor escape while keeping pack 
contents dry
– Fully water resistant main compartment
– Dual soft flask pockets

BLACK DIAMOND BOLT 24

A mid-sized crossover daypack equally suited to hiking, climbing or via ferrata, the Bolt 
24 features a top-loading design with our reACTIV suspension for efficient load transfer.

FEATURES
– SwingArm™ straps for ease of movement
– High-flow OpenAir™ backpanel and hipbelt
– Top-loading with fixed top pocket and side zip access
– Stretch-mesh side pockets for stashing gear
– Trekking pole/ice axe attachment loops, bike light clip
– Front, side and hipbelt stretch pockets, and raincover pocket (raincover not included)
– Hydration compatible with external-access hydration sleeve
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DISTANCE CARBON Z

5POLES

BLACK DIAMOND DISTANCE FLZ 

Our lightest Z-Pole built for mountain athletes and weight conscious adventurers, the 
Distance Carbon Z is now stronger with improved joint support and durability, making it 
the ultimate in folding-pole performance.

FEATURES
– Optimized joint support and stiffness
– Lightweight, EVA foam grip with breathable, moisture-wicking strap
– Non-slip EVA foam mini-grip extension
– Three-section foldable design with speed-cone deployment
– 100% carbon fiber construction
– Interchangeable, non-scarring rubber Tech Tips and carbide Tech Tips
– Stopper basket with shaft catcher to secure folded sections

Combining the compactibility of a 3-section Z-Pole with the adjustability of FlickLock®, 
the Distance FLZ is an excellent choice for long hikes, steep approaches, stream 
crossings-or for supporting your tarp shelter. Now with improved joint support and our 
SlideLock technology, the Distance FLZ is a three-season pole built for the mountains.

FEATURES
– SlideLock technology improves ease-of-use when locking your pole
– Optimized joint support and stiffness
– Lightweight EVA foam grip and breathable, moisture-wicking strap
– Non-slip EVA foam mini-grip extension
– Three-section foldable shaft with speed cone deployment and FlickLock® adjustability
– Aluminum construction
– Interchangeable, non-scarring rubber Tech Tips and carbide Tech Tips
– Stopper basket with shaft catcher to secure folded sections

Our women's specific Z-Pole combines soft-to-the-touch contact points with the 
compactibility of a 3-section Z-Pole and the adjustability of FlickLock®, making the 
Distance FLZ is an excellent choice for long hikes, steep approaches, stream crossings-
or for supporting your tarp shelter. Now with improved joint support and our SlideLock 
technology, the Women's Distance FLZ is a three-season pole built for the mountains.

BLACK DIAMOND DISTANCE FLZ - WOMEN’S 

Designed for the weight-conscious trekker, the Distance Carbon AR trekking poles come 
with an Accessory Ready grip, making it compatible with its adventure partner—the 
Distance UL shelter—via an attachable accessory (sold separately) that transforms the 
Distance AR’s into the shelter’s poles.  The Distance Carbon AR’s also shred on the trail 
with their ultralight construction and our award-winning FlickLock adjustability.

FEATURES
– Accessory Ready grip is compatible with Distance UL Shelter (sold separately)
– FlickLock adjustability
– Ultralight carbon construction
– Interchangeable, non-scarring rubber Tech Tips and carbide Tech Tips 

BLACK DIAMOND DISTANCE CARBON AR

www.driftersshop.co.za
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SPOT LITE160

7 LIGHTING

BLACK DIAMOND SPOT325

Compact yet powerful with 160 lumens of dependable light, the SpotLite160 is the ideal
headlamp to stash in a pack or glovebox for that just-in-case fast and light objective. 
With its waterproof housing rated to IPX8, and settings that let you easily switch from full 
power to dimmed, strobe or red night vision, the SpotLite160 has the functionality of a 
bigger light in a tiny ergonomic package.

FEATURES
– Emits up to 160 lumens on max setting
– Multi-faceted optical lens design runs on two AAA alkaline batteries, included
– Settings include full strength in proximity and distance modes, dimming, strobe, red 
night vision and lock mode
– IPX8: Waterproof-Tested to operate at least 1.1 meters underwater for 30 minutes.* 
– Digital lockout feature safe guards against accidental use when stored in a pack or 
pocket

Our award-winning, full-featured waterproof headlamp is now lighter, brighter, and 
smaller. The Spot325 features a compact design, updated user interface, and multi-
faceted optical lens design that provides a powerful 325 lumens of light, making it the 
perfect light for pre-work dawn patrols, afterdark trail runs and climbing days that don’t 
always fit into 9 to 5.

FEATURES
– Emits up to 325 lumens on max setting
– PowerTap™ Technology allows instant transitioning between full and dimmed power
– Six-Setting 3 LED battery meter
– Compact, low-profile design uses three AAA batteries, included
– Brightness Memory allows you to turn the light on and off at a chosen brightness 
without reverting back to full or mid-power
– Settings include full strength in proximity and distance modes, dimming, strobe, red 
night-vision and digital lock mode
– IPX8: Waterproof-Tested to operate at least 1.1 meters underwater for 30 minutes.* 

* If submerged, water may enter the battery compartment and it will still operate; it 
  should be completely dried out after use in wet conditions.

BLACK DIAMOND REVOLT350

Now running on our new modular BD 1800 rechargeable battery, the Black Diamond 
ReVolt350 is a powerful, versatile and rechargeable headlamp that has now been fully 
redesigned. Now producing 350 lumens of light, we’ve also updated the user interface 
by adding a second switch for easy lens mode selection. In addition, the improved 
optical efficiency provides brighter light with more peak intensity, and you can track the 
battery life with a six-setting, three-LED battery meter. The ReVolt350 easily spots 
anchors while you rappel in the dark while its proximity lighting gives you a large area 
of light for hiking down the trail. Brightness Memory gives you the option to set the 
light's brightness when first turned on, plus PowerTap Technology makes for instant 
brightness adjustment settings. The ReVolt350 can run on standard AAA batteries or the 
included BD 1800 Battery.

FEATURES
– Rechargeable 350 Lumen headlamp
– Brightness Memory allows you to turn the light on and off at a chosen brightness 
without reverting back to full power
– PowerTap™ Technology allows instant transitioning between full and dimmed power
– IPX4: Storm proof—Tested to withstand rain and sleet from any angle.

www.driftersshop.co.za



SPRINTER275
BLACK DIAMOND

Our ultra-thin, well balanced USB-rechargeable headlamp 
that also runs on standard AAA batteries, the 275-lumen 
Black Diamond Sprinter275 is purpose-built for longer 
distance pre-dawn/post-sunset runs that require the 
reassurance of longer battery life. The light’s updated 
optical efficiency provides a balanced beam with brighter 
light, and you can easily track battery life with a six-setting, 
three-LED battery meter. The Brightness Memory feature 
allows you to turn the light on and off at a chosen 
brightness without reverting back to a default setting, and 
the Sprint275’s PowerTap Technology makes for instant 
brightness adjustment settings. The light’s perforated 
elastic headband is designed for improved breathability 
while running, excellent front/ back balance and a red 
taillight strobe in the rear adds visibility in urban areas but 
can be turned off when you’re on the trails. Now running 
on our new modular BD 1800 rechargeable battery, the 
Sprinter275 is modular, accepting either the rechargeable 
battery or standard AAA alkalines. In addition, a 
stormproof design keeps the Sprinter275 going strong in 
any weather with regulation for constant illumination 
throughout the battery life.

FEATURES
– 275 Lumen headlamp
– Multifaceted optical lens design
– Settings include full strength, dimming and strobe
– Regulated for constant illumination on all brightness 
   settings
– IPX4: Storm proof—Tested to withstand rain and sleet 
   from any angle.
– Digital lockout feature safe guards against accidental use 
   when stored in a pack or pocket
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IOTA

9LIGHTING

A light that easily fits in the palm of your hand, the Black Diamond Iota is the daily 
driver for quick-hit morning trail runs, post-work ridge scrambles and urban 
adventuring. Emitting 150 lumens on the max setting with an average three-hour 
burntime, the lithium ion rechargeable battery eliminates waste, and an IPX4 rating 
protects against splashed water from any angle. Powertap Technology allows for fast, 
easy brightness adjustments, and a lockout feature safe guards your battery life.

FEATURES
– 1 DoublePower LED with 150 lumens (max setting) projects a strong, oval beam
– Settings include full strength, dimming and strobe
– PowerTap Technology allows fast and simple transitioning between full and dimmed 
   power in order to instantly increase illumination in distance or proximity modes
– Three-level power meter shows remaining battery life for three seconds after switching 
   on headlamp
– Lockout feature safe guards against accidental use when stored in a pack or pocket
– Protected against splashing or sprayed water from any angle (IPX 4)

BLACK DIAMOND ICON500

Our brightest, most powerful headlamp for professionals and adventurers who demand 
high-output lighting, the redesigned Icon headlamp features a striking 500-lumens of 
power, waterproof construction and a removable, balanced battery pack.

FEATURES
– One QuadPower LED spotlight and 1 DoublePower white LED emit 500 lumens (max. 
   setting)
– Programmable Brightness Memory gives you the option to set the brightness level 
   when first turned on
– Removable battery pack (longer cable included)
– Red, Green and Blue night vision modes cover the spectrum of night vision needs
– Settings include full strength (in proximity and distance modes), dimming, strobe, RGB 
   night vision options and lock mode
– Three-level power meter shows remaining battery life for three seconds after switching 
   on headlamp
– IP67: Waterproof and dust proof-Best for saltwater and extremely wet or dusty 
   environments. Unit is completely sealed and tested to operate up to 1 meter 
   underwater for 30 minutes. Requires no maintenance after submersion.

www.driftersshop.co.za
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11MEN’S APPAREL

BLACK DIAMOND RHYTHM TEE

The Rhythm Tee is the world’s lightest technical merino wool shirt, featuring Nuyarn 
fabric, which dries five times faster, breathes better and has 35% more stretch than 
standard merino, making the Rhythm unstoppable on the move.

FEATURES
– Features Nuyarn Wool—a superior merino wool fabric that’s lighter, stronger and 
   dries faster
– Certified non-mulesed merino wool
– Machine washable
– Fit: Slim

MATERIALS 
Wool Nylon Blend Single Jersey (57% Nylon, 43% Merino Wool, 95gsm)

BLACK DIAMOND MOTION TEE 

Whether you’re slogging through brush during a remote approach, working out the 
moves on route or cross-training on the trails, the Motion Tee features four-way stretch 
and quick drying, moisture-wicking fabric to make all of your moves restriction free.

FEATURES
– Quick-dry, moisture-wicking fabric
– Reflective logo on chest
– Fit: Regular

MATERIALS
Polyester Mesh (100% Polyester, 115gsm)

BLACK DIAMOND ALPENGLOW HOODY

For marathon belays in the blazing sun, the Alpenglow Hoody offers a break from the 
rays, with UPF 50+ and BD.cool mineral-based in-fiber cooling technology, which 
reflects 71% of near-infrared rays, plus Polygiene Odor Control, making it a must-have 
for any desert kit.

FEATURES
– UPF 50+ sun protection
– BD.cool—mineral-based in-fiber cooling technology
– Underarm gussets for added range of motion
– Under-the-helmet hood
– Polygiene Odor Control Technology
– Fit: Regular

MATERIALS
Polyester Stretch Textured Knit (87% Polyester, 13% Elastane, 200 gsm)

www.driftersshop.co.za
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12MEN’S APPAREL

BLACK DIAMOND DISTANCE WIND SHELL

Built for mountain adventures, the Distance Wind Shell is an essential protective layer 
with added weather resistance. Featuring the Green Theme Technology revolutionary 
Breathable Water Protection—an all-new environmentally friendly PFC-free DWR that is 
superior in performance and durability to any other DWR solution—the Distance Wind 
Shell packs down and stows into its chest pocket with a carabiner clip loop, so you can 
attach it to your harness during fast and light missions that require emergency 
protection if the weather breaks.

FEATURES
– Air permeable fabric provides breathability for high output activities
– YKK-Zippered stowable chest pocket with carabiner clip loop
– Adjustable hem
– Elastic cuff
– Primary fabric is Bluesign approved
– Fit: Slim

MATERIALS
Light Weight Nylon Rip Stop Woven with DWR Treatment (100% Nylon, 30gsm)

The Alpine Start Hoody is a pared-down protective layer, designed to shield the 
minimalist climber against ridgeline gusts and intermittent precipitation. Black 
Diamond's lightest weight softshell, the ultra-packable design incorporates a self-
stowing chest pocket for easy storage on your harness or in your pack.

FEATURES
– Adjustable, climbing-helmet-compatible hood
– Stows in external chest pocket with carabiner clip loop
– Underarm gussets for added range of motion
– Lightweight stretch cuffs
– Drawcord hem
– Primary fabric is Bluesign approved
– Fit: Slim

MATERIALS
Schoeller® stretch-softshell Eco-Repel Bio® PFC-Free DWR Technology (80 gsm, 93% 
nylon, 7% Elastane)

BLACK DIAMOND ALPINE START HOODY

BLACK DIAMOND FINELINE STRETCH RAIN SHELL

From high alpine monsoons on mountain missions to rainy trail explorations, the 
FineLine Stretch Rain Shell has you covered. Featuring our BD.dry™ waterproof/ 
breathable/ windproof technology, the FineLine is a durable, lightweight stretch shell 
built for mountain adventures.

FEATURES
– 10,000 mm waterproof rating
– 10,000 gm/m2/24hr breathability rating
– Stretch shell fabric increases comfort
– Underarm gussets for added mobility
– YKK® Aquaguard center front zipper
– Stows into external chest pocket with carabiner clip loop
– Low-profile, elastic cuffs
– Fit: Slim

MATERIALS
BD.dry™ 2.5L, Two-way stretch woven face with DWR finish (110 gsm, 100% Nylon)

www.driftersshop.co.za
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RHYTHM TEE

14WOMEN’S APPAREL

The Rhythm Tee is the world’s lightest technical merino wool shirt, featuring
Nuyarn fabric, which dries faster, breathes better and has more stretch
than standard merino, making the Rhythm unstoppable on the move.

FEATURES
– Features Nuyarn Wool—a superior merino wool fabric that’s lighter, stronger and 
   dries faster
– Certified non-mulesed merino wool
– Machine washable
– Fit: Slim

MATERIALS 
Wool Nylon Blend Single Jersey (57% Nylon, 43% Merino Wool, 95gsm)

ANDY EARL

www.driftersshop.co.za

BLACK DIAMOND ALPENGLOW HOODY

Alpenglow Hoody offers a welcome respite, with UPF 50+ and BD.cool mineral-based 
in-fiber cooling technology, which reflects 71% of nearinfrared rays, plus Polygiene 
Odor Control, helping to reduce wearer’s perceived temperature, making it a must-
have for any desert kit.

FEATURES
– UPF 50+ sun protection
– BD.cool in-fabric cooling technology
– Underarm gussets for added range of motion
– Credit card hip pocket
– Polygiene Odor Control Treatment
– Fit: Regular

MATERIALS
Polyester Stretch Textured Knit (87% Polyester 13% Elastane, 200 gsm)
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15APPAREL

BLACK DIAMOND DISTANCE WIND SHELL

Built for mountain adventures, the Distance Wind Shell is an essential protective layer 
with added weather resistance. Featuring the Green Theme International’s revolutionary 
Breathable Water Protection Technology—an all-new environmentally friendly PFC-free 
DWR that is superior in performance and durability to any other DWR solution—the 
Distance Wind Shell packs down and stows into its chest pocket with a carabiner clip
loop, so you can attach it to your harness during fast and light missions that require 
emergency protection if the weather breaks.

FEATURES
– YKK-Zippered stowable chest pocket with carabiner clip loop
– Air permeable fabric provides breathability for high output activities
– Adjustable hem
– Elastic cuff
– Fit: Slim

MATERIALS
15D Light Weight Nylon Rip Stop Woven with DWR Finish (100% Nylon, 30gsm)

Minimalist to the core, the Alpine Start Hoody provides lightweight weather resistance 
and breathability for fast-and-light mountain travel. When the weather clears, just stow 
our lightest weight softshell in its internal chest pocket and clip it to your harness.

 FEATURES
– Adjustable, climbing-helmet-compatible hood
– Stows in chest pocket with carabiner clip loop
– Underarm gussets for added range of motion
– Lightweight stretch cuffs
– Drawcord hem
– Schoeller Eco-Repel Bio® PFC-free DWR Technology
– Primary fabric is Bluesign approved
– Fit: Slim

MATERIALS
Schoeller® stretch-woven nylon softshell with Eco-Repel Bio® Technology (80 gsm, 93% 
nylon, 7% Elastane)

BLACK DIAMOND ALPINE START HOODY

BLACK DIAMOND FINELINE STRETCH RAIN SHELL

From high alpine monsoons on mountain missions to rainy trail explorations, the 
FineLine Stretch Rain Shell has you covered. Featuring our BD.dry™ waterproof/ 
breathable/ windproof technology, the FineLine is a durable, lightweight stretch shell 
built for mountain adventures.

FEATURES
– 10,000 mm waterproof rating
– 10,000 gm/m2/24hr breathability rating
– Stretch shell fabric increases comfort
– Underarm gussets for added mobility
– YKK® Aquaguard center front zipper
– Stows into external chest pocket with carabiner clip loop
– Low-profile, elastic cuffs
– Fit: Slim

MATERIALS
BD.dry™ 2.5L, Two-way stretch woven face with DWR finish (110 gsm, 100% Nylon)

www.driftersshop.co.za
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STRETCH VISOR

17APPAREL ACCESSORIES

With a sun-shielding brim up front and a big ol’ head hole up top, the Black Diamond 
BD Visor is the summertime lid of choice.

FEATURES
– Adjustable
– Curved brim

BLACK DIAMOND FREE RANGE CAP

Breezy and steezy for days on and off the rock.

FEATURES
– Open back adjustable
– Mesh Back

Made from soft, breathable and quick-drying microfleece, the LightWeight Fleece 
gloves provide minimalist warmth and protection on ski tours, runs, hikes and other 
active pursuits or act as an extra layer when worn as a liner beneath a shell.

FEATURES
– 136 g Polartec® Micro fleece
– Digital thumb and index finger allow for gloveson touchscreen use

BLACK DIAMOND LIGHTWEIGHT FLEECE

BLACK DIAMOND MIDWEIGHT SCREENTAP

Combining a stretch fleece back of hand with digital material on the palm and fingers, 
the MidWeight ScreenTap gloves bring touchscreen functionality to your ski, run, hike or 
coldweather commute.

FEATURES
– 241 g Polartec® Power Stretch Pro on back of hand
– U|R® Powered material on palm and fingers for gloves-on touchscreen use
– Suede leather palm patch

BLACK DIAMOND LIGHTWEIGHT WOOLTECH

Soft fleece liners infused with all-natural wool, the LightWeight WoolTech gloves resist 
odors and insulate even when wet.

FEATURES
– 153 g Polartec® Power Wool for balance of warmth and durability
– 66% polyester, 34% wool
– Digital thumb and index finger allow for gloves-on touchscreen use

www.driftersshop.co.za
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MONT BLANC

18APPAREL ACCESSORIES

BLACK DIAMOND WIND HOOD SOFTSHELL

A grippy, stretchy and weather-resistant glove ideal for mountain racing, ultra-running 
and other high-output pursuits, the Mont Blanc offers the protection you need without 
slowing you down.

FEATURES
– Weather-resistant stretch shell
– Breathable stretch palm with patterned silicone grip
– Digital fingertips for gloves-on touchscreen functionality
– Low-profile stretch cuff

Pairing a breathable softshell glove with a stowable, weather-resistant shell flap, the 
Wind Hood Softshell Gloves offer adjustable protection for aerobic mountain pursuits.

FEATURES
– Four-way stretch softshell fabric with stowable, weather-resistant Pertex® Endurance 
   mitt hood
– 100 g PrimaLoft® Gold insulation
– Full goatskin leather palm
– Low-profile stretch cuff
– Reflective logo

A very close fitting short ankle gaiter in a non-waterproof but highly breathable and 
stretchy Lycra fabric, designed to keep debris out of your shoes. Ideal for trail running 
and hot dry climates.

FEATURES
– Close fitting breathable Lycra.
– Perfect adjustment with an anti-elip elastic.

BOREALTRAIL GAITER

Ideal for trail running, the Distance Gaiter provides ultralight protection on mountain 
runs with a design that integrates with running shoes. By combining optimal 
breathability with protection, the Distance Gaiter keeps you moving through varying 
terrain on the trail.

FEATURES
– Securely integrates with trail running shoes
– Construction optimized for breathability and protection

BLACK DIAMOND DISTANCE GAITER

www.driftersshop.co.za
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BASEWASH®

20CARE PRODUCTS

WOOL WASH™

Deodorising cleaner and conditioner for synthetic technical underwear and wicking 
clothing worn next to the skin. BaseWash® effectively cleans, deodorises, inhibits the 
build up of body odours, accelerates drying and improves cooling efficiency of synthetic 
base layers. Always apply this product to used synthetic base layers, socks, sports kit 
and travel clothing to keep them in perfect condition.

ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS
Nikwax takes great care to minimise the effect of Nikwax products on the environment 
and on you, the consumer. All Nikwax conditioning products are WaterBased, non-
flammable, non-hazardous, biodegradable, environmentally friendly, and contain no 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs). 

NIKWAX

Deodorising cleaner and conditioner for woollen technical underwear and wicking 
clothing worn next to the skin. Wool Wash™ effectively cleans, softens, freshens, inhibits 
the build up of body odours, accelerates drying and improves cooling efficiency of 
woollen base layers.

ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS
Nikwax takes great care to minimise the effect of Nikwax products on the environment 
and on you, the consumer. All Nikwax conditioning products are WaterBased, non-
flammable, non-hazardous, biodegradable, environmentally friendly, and contain no 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs).

SANDAL & SPORTS SHOE WASH NIKWAX

Easy to use deodorising cleaner for all non waterproof footwear, including shoes, 
sandals, insoles and footbeds. Cleans, freshens and removes odours. Nikwax Sandal 
and Sports Shoe Wash removes the build up of dirt and body oils from non waterproof 
footwear, as well as insoles and footbeds, thereby reducing the growth of bacteria 
which cause odour to build up and rot materials and stitching. This has the added 
benefit of extending the useful lifetime of treated items.

ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS
Nikwax takes great care to minimise the effect of Nikwax products on the environment 
and on you, the consumer. Nikwax avoids materials in its cleaners like palm oil which 
may have been sourced from unsustainable plantations. Nikwax Sandal Wash™ is 
environmentally friendly; it is non-hazardous, WaterBased and biodegradable.

www.driftersshop.co.za
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22HYDRATION

GSI OUTDOORSMICROLITE 720 TWIST

The GSI Outdoors Microlite insulated vacuum bottleline are perfect bottles to keep your 
tea steaming hot, your water ice cold and your soup that perfect, piping hot 
temperature.

FEATURES
– Incredibly lightweight, vacuum-insulated bottle provides 12 hrs. heat and 24 hrs. 
   cold retention while being 1/3rd lighter than traditional designs.
– Impossibly thin, 2mm walls are actually thinner than most single wall plastic bottles 
   for an amazingly compact footprint that fits anywhere.
– 18/8 stainless steel boasts unrivaled purity and durability
– Secure, screw top cap includes leverage enhancing lobe which makes opening frozen 
   bottles easy- even with mittens or gloves.
– Leash provides convenient attachment point.

GSI OUTDOORSMICROLITE 500 FLIP

With its sleek design and clean construction, this high-spec, durable Glacier Stainless 
Vacuum Water and Coffee Bottle will keep your beverages hot or cold for hours and 
hours. Perfect for commuting, picnic, sporting events and base camping.

FEATURES
– Incredibly lightweight, vacuum-insulated bottle provides 10 hrs. heat and 20 hrs. cold 
   retention while being 1/3rd lighter than traditional designs.
– Impossibly thin, 2mm walls are actually thinner than most single wall plastic bottles 
   for an amazingly compact footprint that fits anywhere.
– 18/8 stainless steel boasts unrivaled purity and durability.
– Push-button, flip top cap locks closed for transport and locks open for easy drinking.

LIFEVENTURE1L TRITAN FLASK

A tough-nut Tritan flask which doesn’t keep hold of tastes or odours. You can depend 
on the watertight design and impact resistant material to stay strong in the toughest 
conditions.

FEATURES
– Made from lightweight, tough Tritan® copolyester
– Extremely strong with high impact resistance
– Translucent finish with measuring markers
– Doesn’t retain tastes or odours
– Watertight design
– BPA (“Bisphenol A”) Free.

E3 GEAR2L HYDRATION BLADDER

Soft two litre hydration bladder made from food grade TPU for safety and durability.

www.driftersshop.co.za
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GIDGITZ
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GIDGITZ KEYRING WISTLES

24SAFETY ACCESSORIES

Gidgitz’ keyring wistles come in a variety of sizes and colours, and each have different, 
unique features.

RANGE
1. Capsule Whistle Keyring
2. Regular Whistle Keyring
3. Thin Wistle Keyring

LIFESYSTEMS LIFESYSTEMS WHISTLES

A range of three whistles for attracting the attention during outdoor emergencies, each
with its own specific advantages. 

RANGE
1. Echo Whistle (108dB)
2. Safety Whistle (108dB)
3. Hurricane Whistle (122dB)

1 2 3

1

2

3

LIFESYSTEMS LIGHT & DRY NANO FIRST AID KIT

LIFESYSTEMS LIGHT & DRY MICRO FIRST AID KIT

The Light and Dry Micro first aid kit is a slightly more comprehensive kit than the Nano, 
but still designed for racing events when you need your kit to be super light. The Micro 
sits in the middle ground between the Nano and the Pro first aid kits in the Light and 
Dry range, offering more dressings, painkilling medication and water purification than 
the Nano, but still weighing in at only 135g.

Light. Waterproof. Quick. The Light and Dry Nano first aid kit combines super-
lightweight fabrics with space saving design, resulting in a compact first aid kit 
that weighs only 95g. The items are stored in a waterproof inner bag, keeping 
everything dry whilst remaining easy to find and access. Perfect for those events where 
every second counts. The Nano is designed with racing events in mind, allowing you to 
treat common minor racing ailments on the go.

GEAR AIDTENACIOUS TAPE

Tenacious Tape is an all-purpose, weatherproof repair tape that fixes rips, holes and 
gashes in almost all of your outdoor gear. It stays put no matter what Mother Nature 
dishes out and leaves no sticky mess.

Tenacious Tape uses real tent fabric and high-strength adhesive to provide fast, 
permanent, nearly invisible repairs.  Clean adhesive technology allows Tenacious Tape 
to be removed without leaving duct tape’s ugly gluey mess.  Ideal for repairs on tents, 
tarps, mosquito netting, rain gear, backpacks, sleeping bags, sleeping pads and 
mattresses, eat cushions, soft cooolers , boat cover and more.

LIFESYSTEMS LIGHT STICKS – 2 PER PACK

These Light Sticks are primarily designed as emergency signalling devices. Each Light 
Stick lasts for up to 15 hours. They come in both green and orange colours. To activate 
just bend, snap and shake thoroughly. Full glow will just take a few seconds.
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LIGHT WEIGHT DRY BAG

26DRY BAGS

JR GEARCOMPRESSION BAG

Pocket style dry sacks with roll-top construction. Fabricated with 75D Poly TPU and fully 
welded seam construction. Compression valve for compact storage.

FEATURES
– Compression screw valve which allows you to compress gear using an air release 
   valve
– IPX4 Rating which protects gear from water splashing against the closure of the bag 
   from any direction
– Made from 75D Diamond Ripstop Polyester backed with TPU
– This solidly constructed dry bag with welded seams and an overlap flap over the 
   mouth is popular with adventure racers, kayakers and other water-sports enthusiasts 
   and is a great for space-saving.

SIZES
– 5L
– 15L
– 25L

Designed for budget conscious outdoor enthusiast. Fabricated with light weight fabric. 
Welded seam construction with an IPX4 Rating that protects your gear from water 
splashing and keeps your gear dry.

FEATURES
– Made from 75D Diamond Ripstop Polyester backed with
– TPU backing
– Welded seam construction for maximum waterproofing
– IPX4

SIZES
– 2.5L (Apple Green)
– 5L (Red)
– 15L (Blue)
– 20L (Orange)
– 30L (Black)
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DISTANCE TENT WITH ADAPTER

28SHELTER

Built for ultralight mountain adventures, the Distance Tent pairs with any set of 
adjustable length trekking poles* with the included adapter to create the ultimate, fast-
pitch shelter on the go.

FEATURES
– Compact two-person tent 
– Integrates with trekking poles for fast and easy set-up
– Vents at peak and foot allow for cross ventilation
– Tension-adjustable stake-out points
– Headlamp pocket in peak for easy illumination
– High tenacity 30D poly fabric improves strength and doesn’t stretch when wet 
– Stronger reflective guylines—Polyester sheath with Dyneema core to minimize stretch
– Complies to FR regulation CPAI-84
– *Black Diamond trekking poles sold separately

The minimalist, four-season Black Diamond Twilight Bivy is built from water-resistant 
and breathable NanoShield fabric that keeps weight to an absolute minimum and 
packs down incredibly small, making it ideal for an emergency shelter or as a sleeping 
bag cover. Built with a zippered entry across the shoulders, it’s easy to get into and use 
while sitting up.

FEATURES
– Frameless construction to minimize weight
– Proprietary NanoShield single-wall fabric
– Year-round performance

BLACK DIAMOND TWILIGHT BIVY

The Vango Storm shelter is an essential and versatile piece of kit for anyone spending 
time on the hills. In more extreme situations be reassured that the bright orange colour 
and reflective tape on top provide high visibility meaning if in difficulty on the mountain 
it acts as a beacon for rescue teams to look for. This piece of kit is worth the investment 
for hiking and trekking on the mountains and may save a life if needed.

FEATURES
– Vango Protex® 70 denier polyester flysheet, 3000mm HH – Highly waterproof, 
   durable and reliable fabric. Exclusive to Vango
– One minute pitching time
– Waterproof seats – Protects clothing from wet ground
– Integrated stuffsack – Neatly store and carry shelter.
– Reflective points – Aids visibility in poor weather and low light conditions
– Flysheet vents with mesh – Increase ventilation and keep bugs out
– Factory taped seams – All flysheet and groundsheet seams are factory taped, giving a 
   water tight seal
– Fire retardant fabrics – Meets European EN5912 safety standard. 

RANGE
– 2 Person: 0.44kg, 18x12cm packed size
– 4 Person: 0.7kg, 22x15cm packed size
– 8 Person: 1.18kg, 29x16cm packed size

VANGOSTORM SHELTER
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A durable and lightweight survival bag which offers protection from the elements in the 
event of an accident, trauma or exposed situation. It is large enough to accommodate 
2 people and can also be used to signal for attention.

FEATURES
– Heavy-duty polyethylene material
– Windproof, waterproof and lightweight
– Persons: 2
– Weight: 290g
– Packed dimensions: 100 x 180 x 30mm

 

LIFESYSTEMSSURVIVAL BAG

A reusable and lightweight thermal blanket for one person that reflects and retains 90% 
of radiated body heat and reduces windchill. Highly visible and radar reflective for 
search and rescue teams, this flexible and compact strong blanket is also made from 
tear-resistant material.

FEATURES
– Heat reflective metalised low-density polyethylene
– Reusable and tear-resistant material
– Highly visible and radar reflective
– Printed emergency survival information
– Windproof and waterproof
– Persons: 1
– Weight: 84g
– Packed Dimensions: 120 x 90 x 10mm

 

LIFESYSTEMSHEATSHIELD BLANKET - SINGLE

The light and dry thermal bivi bag is a lightweight reusable bag that provides total 
body coverage. It reflects and retains over 90% of radiated body heat. Ideal for 
endurance racers or outdoor enthusiasts alike.

FEATURES
– Strong, metallised low density polyethylene with taped seams
– Windproof, waterproof and radar reflective
– Provided with a compact storage sack
– Persons: 1
– Weight: 110g
– Packed dimensions: 70 x 60 x 60mm
 

LIFESYSTEMSHEATSHIELD BAG
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PRISM 60 SLEEPING BAG
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JR GEARTRAVERSE CORE STANDARD - MUMMY

PrimaLoft sleeping bag designed for trekking and hiking. 

FEATURES
– 20D nylon fabric
– Comfortable 3D contour mummy shape
– Double side zip for convenience.
– Full length zipper provides ventilation
– Pillow pocket in hood
– Special Mat Pocket to secure a mat underneath
– Hood with drawcord
– Double collar compression stuff bag included
– Dimensions: 208 x 78 x 50cm
– Packed dimensions: 25 x 13 x 12cm
– Avg. weight: 520g

The JR Gear Traverse Core Standard sleeping mat is an excellent companion for 
sleeping on snowy ground beacuse of its unbeatable thickness. It features an extra thick 
8.9cm insulation layer for ultimate support and comfort. Longitudinally designed air 
core provides better support over traditional vertical core designs because of its 
superior number of individual air chambers. Infrared Reflective Technology adds 
warmth. Works with “Dry Pump” for quick inflation.

FEATURES
– Estimated R-Value: ~ 3.0
– ALL-in-ONE valve
– Hydrolysis Resistant TPU
– 75D nylon Hexagonal Ripstop
– Infrared Reflective Technology
– Stuff sack and repair kit included
– Size:  183cm Long x 51cm Wide x 8.9cm Thick
– Packed dimensions: 23 x 10 x 9cm
– Weight:  490g
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SNOW GUIDE
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BLACK DIAMOND COULOIR HARNESS

Ultra-compact, strong and lightweight harness for ski-mountaineering. It benefits from 
the latest Web-Core technology which gives it great durability and provides surprising 
levels of comfort thanks to optimal pressure distribution on hips and thighs. Specifically 
designed to be fitted with skis or crampons.

Ultralight, and extremely packable, the Couloir is the harness of choice for 
mountaineers and skiers on steep snow climbs, short rappels and technical glacier 
travel. For technical big mountain lines, crevassed ski terrain or moderate glacier 
climbs, the Black Diamond Couloir harness is a full-featured technical harness that 
packs down to the size of an orange and easily stashes in your pack or jacket pocket.

FEATURES
– Redesigned ultralight construction with hydrophobic fabric
– Speed buckle for easy on/off while wearing skis or crampons
– Two webbing gear loops
– Full-strength belay loop
– Extremely light, packable and low profile
– Primary fabric is bluesign approved
– Weight:  215g  

The tried-and-true construction of our classic Half Dome helmet, now with new 
low-profile suspension, updated outer shell and secure, streamlined headlamp clips.

FEATURES
– Also available in a women’s version with women’s-specific design 
– Co-molded EPS foam with low-profile polycarbonate shell
– Updated, low-profile suspension system
– Streamlined, lightweight headlamp clips
– One-handed fit adjustment dial
– Easily adjustable chin strap

HALF DOME HELMET BLACK DIAMOND

The Penta is an extremely lightweight, super-comfortable and fully ventilated climbing 
helmet with maximum head protection. Its comfortable, lightweight design makes it 
ideal for use in sport climbing, mountaineering, traditional climbing or via ferrata.

FEATURES
– Compact upper part protects the user from falling objects and stil keeps low profile
– Inside padding is fully removable and washable
– Eleven large vents create excellent ventilation
– Robust headlamp clips secure any headlamp on the market
– Comfortable and flexible rear retention system conforms to head and can be easily 
   folded into the helmet for space-efficient storage
– Soft and wide chin strap with an extended length provides maximum comfort and 
   allows a hat to be worn under the helmet

PENTA HELMET SINGING ROCK
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Together the light and compact Buddy tube belay device and the Bora GP HMS screw 
gate Keylock carabiner create superb unit for belaying in gyms, on walls, rock and 
mountains.

FEATURES
– Buddy is safe for double rope usage
– Buddy is lightweight and effectively dissipates heat
– Buddy provides silky smooth rappel and easy speed regulation
– Buddy is for use with ropes of diameter 7.8 - 11 mm
– Bora features a wire safety gate that keeps the carabiner in its proper orientation
– Bora features an angled snag free Keylock nose for smooth clipping and 
   unclipping maneuvers

BUDDY SET SINGING ROCK

Our lightest full-function pear locker, the Black Diamond VaporLock carabiner provides 
a smooth increase in friction and is ideal for belaying and rappelling when you want 
more control.

FEATURES
– Increases friction up to 30% when lowering or rappelling with an ATC
– Munter Hitch compatible on ropes up to 9.4 mm
– Keylock nose prevents snagging
– Screwgate sleeve
– Type H or HMS connector for dynamic belaying using a Munter Hitch or belay device.

VAPORLOCK SCREWGATE BLACK DIAMOND

Designed for high level walking and glacier crossing, the Beal Rando rope weighs just 
37 grams per metre. The rope takes up little room, but it takes the impact! On 
snowfields and steep passages, during mountain walking or skiing, its properties 
ensure your security.

FEATURES
– Diameter:  8mm
– Rope Type:  Single
– Impact Force (kN):  4.2
– Weight per meter:  40g
– Total Weight: (30m) 1.2kg
– No of Falls (UIAA Laboratory):  5
– Dynamic Elongation/Sheath:  37%
– Used singly, climbing & mountaineering forbidden.

RANDO 8MM X 30M ROPE BEAL
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